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Doing the right thing...

“Peter Drucker said ‘There’s a difference between doing things right and 
doing the right thing.’ Doing the right thing is wisdom, and effectiveness. 
Doing things right is efficiency. The curious thing is the righter you do the 
wrong thing the wronger you become. If you’re doing the wrong thing and 
you make a mistake and correct it you become wronger. So it’s better to do 
the right thing wrong than the wrong thing right. Almost every major 
social problem that confronts us today is a consequence of trying to do the 
wrong things righter.”



What is the right thing?

● Right thing =  wisdom and effectiveness
○ Define effectiveness…

■ What will it be anchored to?
■ Is the improvement important? Why?
■ By what method?
■ Whom will you involve?
■ How will you know it improved?  Does it move critical 

measures of improvement?
■ What are the needs, objectives and challenges of the 

group or audience?



Use Always Behaviors To Determine 
Right Work

● Always = agreed upon system leadership 
behaviors

● Rounding
● Results Rollout
● Aligned with core values around continual 

improvement and a culture of collaboration



How you determine the “right” things on 
which to focus on in your role as a principal?

1. Alignment with and cascading from your mission and vision
2. What brings your mission and vision to life?

a. Strategic Plan
b. Example…

i. Foundations of UCSD
ii. ...Pillars as foundation of our strategic plan (Student 

Achievement, Service, People, FInance & Well-being)
iii. Building Goal teams

1. Smaller work teams 

https://www.urbandaleschools.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/UCSD-2019-20-Strategic-Plan.pdf


How you determine the “right” things on 
which to focus on in your roles as a principal?

1. Workforce engagement (People Pillar)
a. Survey informs our results rollout

i. Low 3
1. One is to focus on involving staff in decisions 

that affect their work
2. Rounding - where can we improve….take these 

and use that to improve...build teacher efficacy to 
drive problem solving



Errors of Omission > Errors of 
Commission
● It is worse, as a school, to not doing something and allow 

the status quo to continue.  
● It is critical, as a leader, we foster an environment where 

innovation and fail small / fail forward is important with a 
PDSA model.

● Status quo = stability = no growth
● Drive out fear = PDSA = Continual improvement
● UMS uses F.I.S.H.Y. process to build indiv. & collective 

efficacy for improvement and focus on doing the right work
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Change practice v. getting better at the wrong work
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